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The manuscript “Where does streamwater come from in low relief forested water-
sheds? A dual isotope approach” by Klaus et al. analyses the utility of evaporation
water lines of different flow generating components of a catchment to develop a con-
ceptual understanding the system. The suggested method is a neat and to this point
ignored extension of the utility of EWLs at the catchment scale. The paper is well-
written and well-structured and is following a clear and logical red line. I think that the
presented method will raise quite some interest in the community and may be very valu-
able for conceptual understanding in otherwise data scarce regions. I can only think
of one issue that may further strengthen the paper: although to some extent given in
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figure 5, it would be interesting to more explicitly show how the EWLs (in particular that
of stream water) respond to changing wetness conditions. In other words, can a shift in
the slope of the stream water EWL be observed with changing wetness, thereby indi-
cating changing contributions from the different components (i.e. groundwater, shallow
subsurface,. . .)? An analysis like this could quickly be done by splitting up the data set
into 2 or 3 bins according to increasing stream flow (or antecedent precipitation), which
could then be linked to and discussed with results from papers that also investigate
the temporal dynamics of source components (e.g. Aubert et al., 2013; Hrachowitz et
al., 2013; Heidbuechel et al., 2013), thus bringing this manuscript into an even wider
context. Apart from that I do only have very minor comments and suggestions as given
in detail below:

1)P.2615,l.8: here the terminology seems not entirely correct – I would think riparian
zone water can be mobile as well. Please rephrase.

2)P.2616,l.15-16: I would be glad if you could add Hrachowitz et al. (2011).

3)P.2617,l.10: average annual?

4)P.2617,l.13: average annual? Please also make sure to always express fluxes as
rates, i.e. [L/T]

5)P.2617,l.14: how was potential evaporation calculated?

6)P.2617,l.16: not sure the term “potential transpiration” exists and makes sense.

7)P.2617,l.18: 10 and 16% of what? Is interception set equal with interception evapo-
ration?

8)P.2618,section 2.2: not entirely clear which time periods were sampled

9)P.2618,l.15-17: how many events were sampled?

10)P.2618,l.17-18: given the weekly interval and the relatively elevated potential evap-
oration, was fractionation in the sampler accounted for?
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11)P.2618,l.18: should this not rather read “sampled” instead of “measured”?

12)P.2618,l.24: which depths did the wells cover? Are any estimates of the groundwa-
ter depth that is chemically relevant for the stream available? Were there any system-
atic patterns between groundwater depth and isotopic composition visible?

13)P.2620,l.19/Figure 4: would be more intuitive and clearer to use the same y-axis
scale for all 4 panels of that figure

14)P.2620,l.21 and elsewhere: equation numbers?

15)P.2620,l.23 and elsewhere: I would find it more instructive to report the p-value
instead of R2.

16)P.2623,l.7-10: I am not quite sure how the authors come to this conclusion. Would
we not expect the chemical/isotopic signature of saturation excess water being close
to that of groundwater as saturation excess occurs frequently mainly through a rising
groundwater table rather than by direct precipitation on the riparian zone itself. Exper-
imental evidence include the observation that wetland surface water can be rather old
(e.g. Birkel et al., 2010 (?or maybe 2011?)). I am thus not sure if this statement can be
substantiated here.

17)P.2624,l.10-15: linked to the previous comment. Not sure why the authors are so
defensive about this observation. I also do not see the need for a mixing line between
rain and soil water. I would rather interpret these observations as the importance of
essentially “upwelling” ground water in the riparian zone. Thus I can imagine that what
we see here is groundwater that re-emerges in the riparian zone (or at least that comes
closer to the surface) and while traveling further towards the stream experiences further
evaporation/ fractionation, thereby explaining the low slope of the EWL in the stream.

18)P2624,l.22: what is meant by “rain fed wetland”?
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